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“This is no time to be ashamed of
the gospel. It is the time to
preach it from the rooftops!”
u

- St. John Pa ul the G re a t, M a ss a t C he rry C re e k,
A ugust 15 th 1993
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Rescued: Mobilizing for
Mission
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Who We Are:

NICK PUT NEW PIC
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Witnesses not experts
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The luxury of the time
to think and pray

5

We unleash the power of the
gospel and equip ordained and
lay leaders to rebuild the Church
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Our Three Fundamental
Convictions
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Our Three Fundamental Convictions
u You

are not alive by chance, you were
born for this.
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“I am not afraid. God is with
me. I was born for this.”
- St. Joan of Arc
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10
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What is it you want of me?
I don’t understand…
I can’t hear you...
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Who’s Crying?

13

The world is
crying!
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Our Three Fundamental Convictions
u You

are not alive by chance, you were
born for this

u The

world is crying!
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Life expectancy in this
country will drop for the third
straight year. The last time that
happened was reportedly 100
years ago…
- Mitch Albom, Detroit Free Press, March 2019
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“Why is living shorter, dying
sooner a new trend?”
Mitch Albom, Detroit Free Press, March 31, 2019
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What Was Happening in 1918?
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World War I

19

The Spanish Flu

20
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Why Are We Dying Now?

21
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Why Are We Dying Now?
u Suicide
u Cirrhosis
u Opioid

of the liver due to alcohol addiction

crisis

22

Deaths of Despair – Suicide
u

The suicide rate in the United Sates has increased 13
consecutive years

u

It’s up nearly 30% since 1999; among rural Americans, it’s up
40%

u

u

Among children ages 10-14 suicide is the 2 nd leading cause of
death
The suicide rate in this age group has nearly tripled from 20072017
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Deaths of Despair - Addiction
u

The number of people between the ages of 25-34 who
die annually from alcohol related liver disease has nearly
tripled between 1999 and 2016… with an average
annual increase of around 10%

u

We are 5% of the world’s population; we consume 80%
of the world’s opioids
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And this was before COVID

25
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During COVID
u 25% of those between the ages of 18-24 have

seriously considered suicide in the past month
due to the pandemic

u In a recent report of more than 2,000 people,

40% have experienced adverse mental or
behavioral health conditions and between the
ages of 18-24, it’s 75%
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Our Three Fundamental Convictions
u You

are not alive by chance, you were
born for this.

u The

world is crying!

u The

Church is crying!

28

The Church is Crying
Polarity in the Church

McCarrick
Anger
Grief
Confusion
Division
Discouragement
Hopelessness
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A 2018 Gallup poll revealed
that 30 million Catholics are
considering leaving the
Church due to the sexual
abuse scandal.
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An honest assessment of
where we are
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The Church is Crying
u

In the last 15 years there has been a 10.8% decrease
among self identifying Catholics in the United States

u

In the last 20 years, there has been a 41.5%
decrease in the number of infant baptisms

u

Since 2005, there has been a 54% decrease in adult
baptisms
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The Church is Crying
u

There has been a 25% decrease in Catholic school
enrollment over the last 10 years

u

79% of Catholics do not attend weekly Mass

u

45% of Catholics never go to confession (2% go
once a month or more)

33
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The Church is Crying
u

The average Catholic household gives $10/week

u

2/3 of Catholics don’t believe in the Real Presence

u

70% of Americans who were raised Catholic are no
longer practicing the faith/ the number of self
identified former Catholics has increased 151% since
2000

34
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“The Church is often
like a football game –
22 people desperately
in need of a rest,
watched by thousands
of people desperately
in need of exercise.”
- N icky

G um b e l

36
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37

The unspoken crisis

38

39
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What we’ve heard:
u

“We’re on our own out here.”

u

“I’m only four years ordained and I want to quit
already.”

u

“I’m isolated, lonely, and battle fatigued.”

u

“I love Monday through Saturday. I hate Sunday.”
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What we’ve heard:
u

“They’re screaming for healing.”

u

“I’ve worked in the corporate world for 30+ years and
I’ve never seen dysfunction like this.”

u

“I feel like I’m hanging off a cliff, with a noose around my
neck, and people are throwing stones at me. I’m going
back to corporate life.”

41

What is the remedy for
all of this?

42
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“In the final analysis theological
speculation can only take us so
far; we need to know the story.”
Fleming Rutledge
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What is the story?

44

“This is no time to be ashamed of
the gospel. It is the time to
preach it from the rooftops!”
u

- St. John Pa ul the G re a t, M a ss a t C he rry C re e k,
A ugust 15 th 1993
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“

For I am not ashamed of the
gospel; it is the power of
God for salvation.
u

Romans 1:16

”

46

“

The message capable of
responding to the desire for
the infinite which abides in
every human heart.
- POPE FRANCIS, EVANGELII GAUDIUM,

”

164
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“The initial ardent
proclamation by which
a person is one day
overwhelmed and is
brought to the decision
to entrust himself to
Jesus Christ by faith."
- St. John Paul the
Great, Catechesis
Tradendae, 25

48
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Kerygma
u

The goodness of creation
u

u

Why is there something rather
than nothing?

u

u CREATED
u

Sin and its consequences
u

God’s response to our sin
What, if anything, has God
done about it?

u RESCUED
u

Why is everything so obviously
messed up?

Our response to what God
has done for us
u

u CAPTURED

How should I respond?

u RESPONSE

52

Kerygma

Grace

u

Created

Wonder and Trust

u

Captured

Despair

u

Rescued

Unshakable Confidence

u

Response

Gratitude, Surrender, Courage
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Break

55

Created
GRACE - WONDER AND TRUST

56

Created
u The absolute uniqueness of the Biblical creation

accounts

u Genesis 1:16

57
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“What am I reading?!”

58

Created
The uniqueness of Genesis 1 and 2
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

There is one God
He is good
He creates out of love (not need)
He creates effortlessly
The highlight of everything He creates is the human person
The human person is made in His image and likeness
The human person is made for communion with God and with
each other
The human person is destined to be divinized (cf. 2 Peter 1:4)

59

“And God made the two great lights, the greater
light to rule the day and the lesser light to rule the
night; he made the stars also.”
- G enesis 1:16
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There are ten times more stars in the universe
than there are grains of sand in the world’s
deserts and beaches.
-UK Telegraph, 2003
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There are 70 sextillion stars in the
universe.
70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

68
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70

71

u1

million seconds…

u 11.5

u1

billion seconds…

u 31

u1

days

years

trillion seconds…

u 31,000

u1

years

quadrillion seconds…

u 31

million years

72
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7 QUADRILLION!
73

Remember sextillion?

74

u1

quadrillion seconds…

u 31

million years

u 1 sextillion
u You
u 10

will count to a quadrillion
million times

There are 70 sextillion stars in the universe.
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- Isaiah 40:26

76

Ponder…
u The

grandeur of the universe for a
moment and the One who made it.

u What

is causing you anxiety right now?
Bring it to the One who made the stars.
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Captured:
What the hell happened?
GRACE - DESPAIR
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“Symbols are part of reality, and
the devil exists as a symbolic
reality, not as a personal reality.”
-

Fr. Arturo Sosa, Superior G eneral, Society of
Jesus, August 2019
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80

81
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Why is this part of the story so important? As
every prudent person knows, “forewarned is
forearmed.” If there really is a calculating,
dangerous, dark, destructive, and vicious evil
force who intends to harm us we should know
about it. If I’m a parent and a sex trafficker is
living in my neighborhood, wouldn’t I want to
know about it?

82

Would I rather pretend that he is not there until
he goes away? The devil, like the sex trafficker,
does not go away if I ignore him. Putting our
hands in front of our eyes and insisting, “You
can’t see me!” is a highly ineffective strategy
for contending with an enemy.
-A dapted from Fr. R obert J. S pitzer, C hrist
Versus S atan in O ur D aily Lives: The
C osm ic S truggle B etw een G ood and E vil

83

Captured:
u The

enemy

u The

consequences of the fall

84
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Captured:

The Enemy

u His…
u Identity
u Reason

for rebelling

u Names
u Root

Strategy

u Tactics
u Goal

for your life
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Identity:
u “The

Church teaches that Satan was at first a
good angel made by God: ‘the devil and the
other demons were indeed created naturally
good by God, but they became evil by their own
doing.’”
- CCC 391
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Identity:
u “Now

the serpent was more subtle then any other
wild creature that the Lord God had made…”
- Gen 3:1
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Identity:
u “Now

is the judgement of this world, now shall the
ruler of this world be cast out.”

- John 12:31
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Identity:
u “The

god of this world”

- 2 Corinthians 4:4
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Identity:
u “The prince of the power of the air.”

- Ephesians 2:2
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Motive for Rebelling:
“Through the envy of the devil death entered the
world, and those who are in his possession
experience it.”
- Wisdom 2:24
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Motive for Rebelling:

“He perceived that in fulfilling the role God had planned for

him, according to Heaven’s logic of love he would be called
upon to serve creatures of far less power and excellence
than himself. He envied the good that he saw coming to
them and he resented their destined place…
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Captured:

The Enemy

u His Motive for Rebelling:
“The sight of these happy creatures filled the Devil and his
fallen angels with anger and envy. They took thought as to
how they might mar the work of God and destroy the
destiny of this newly created race. They set about to
enslave those whom they had been meant to serve, and to
degrade those who had been assigned such an exalted
place into the lowly slime beneath their feet.”
- Keating
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Names:
u Satan – accuser
u The devil - divider
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Strategy:
u God

u You

is your adversary, not your loving Father

can find happiness apart from God
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Strategy:
“God the creator is placed in a state of suspicion, indeed
of accusation, in the mind of the creature… He seeks to
‘falsify’ Good itself… for in spite of all the witness of
creation … the spirit of darkness is capable of showing
God as an enemy of… man… Man is challenged to
become the adversary of God.”
- The Lord and Giver of Life, JPII, 37-38
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Captured:
u His

The Enemy

Tactics:

u He accuses
u He lies
u He divides
u He flatters
u He tempts
u He discourages
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Captured:
u

The Enemy

His Goal for Your Life:

“The thief comes only to steal and kill and
destroy…”
- John 10:10
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X

Separated from God
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“YOU FOOL!”

100

We sold ourselves into slavery
against powers we cannot
compete against.

101

Death
Sin
102
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“By our first parents' sin, the devil has acquired a
certain domination over man, even though man
remains free. Original sin entails ‘captivity under the
power of him who henceforth had the power of
death, that is, the devil.’”
-

CCC 407

103

“Have you ever buried someone you love? If you
haven’t, you will. And you will know the sting of
Death upfront and personal. It haunts everything
in this life.”
-

Fleming Rutledge, The Undoing of Death
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
“Death is so great, so aggressive, so
pervasive, and so militant a power that the
only fitting way to speak of Death is similar to
the way one speaks of God. Death is the
living power and presence in this world which
feigns to be God.”
- William Stringfellow
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u Romans 5:12-14

“Therefore, just as sin came into the
world through one man, and Death
through Sin, and so death spread to
all men… Death reigned…”
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u

Romans 3:9

“For all men, Jew and Greek, are
under the power of Sin.”
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u Romans 6:6-9

“We know that our old self was
crucified with Him so that the body
of sin might be destroyed and we
might no longer be enslaved to
Sin…

108
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u Romans 6:6-9

“For we know that Christ being
raised from the dead will never die
again; Death no longer has
dominion over him.”
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u

Colossians 1:13

“He has delivered us from the
dominion of darkness and
transferred us to the kingdom of his
beloved son.”
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
u Romans 7:15 - 20

“I do not understand my own actions.
For I do not do what I want, but I do
the very thing I hate …for I do not do
the good I want, but the evil I do not
want is what I do. Now if I do what I do
not want, it is no longer I that do it, but
Sin which dwells within me.”

111
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
“The controlling metaphor of this section is slavery and
freedom. Paul paints a black or white picture of a
human situation: either one lives in service to Sin and
remains in spiritual bondage, or lives in obedience to
God and enjoys liberation from Sin’s captivity. It is a
stark either or: no fence sitting, no third option.”
- Scott Hahn, Commentary on Romans
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
“No one is capable of being captain of his
own soul, master of her own fate. Each of us
is worked upon by unconscious impulses of
which we are not even aware and over
which we have little control. Paul, unlike the
typical American, does not think in terms of
autonomous human beings.
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
“No one is ‘free’ in the domain of this world
as it is. Either we must live our lives in the
clutches of soul destroying Powers or we are
delivered into ‘the obedience of faith.’

114
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Captured: Consequences of the Fall
“The clear implication here is that there is no
way for the human being to move from the
domain of Sin to the domain of God’s
righteousness unless there is an invasion of
the kingdom of Sin from the outside. The
domain of Sin leads to Death; it’s goal and
purpose is Death. There is no way out of this
downward moving spiral of dissolution.”
- Fleming Rutledge, The Crucifixion
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“Through the envy of the devil Death
entered the world, and those who are
in his possession experience it.”
- Wisdom 2:24
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117
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“When a strongman fully armed
guards his house, his possessions are
safe.”
- Luke 11:21

118

Holy Spirit, reveal:
u Where is he accusing me right now?
u What lie is crippling me right now?
u Where is he causing division in my life right now?
u Where is he flattering my ego right now?
u What temptation is strongest in my life right now?
u Where am I most discouraged right now?

119

Rescued, Part I
GRACE - UNSHAKABLE CONFIDENCE IN
GOD

120
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“Can the prey be taken from the
mighty, or the captives of a tyrant be
rescued? Surely, thus says the Lord:
even the captives of the mighty shall
be taken, and the prey of the tyrant
shall be rescued;

121

“… for I will contend with those who
contend with you… Then all flesh shall
know that I am the LORD your Savior,
and your Redeemer the Mighty One of
Jacob.”
- Isaiah 49:24-26
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“Goel”

123
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Who will go and get
him?
Who will bring him
back?
Who will bring him
home?

124

Rescued:
uWhy

did He come?

uWhat

was He doing on the cross?

125

126
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127

Why did He come?
“The reason the Son of God appeared was to
destroy the works of the devil."

- 1 John 3:8

128

Why did He come?
“Now is the judgment of this world, now shall
the ruler of the world be cast out.”

- John 12:31
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Why did He come?
“What have you to do with us, Jesus of
Nazareth? Have you come to destroy us?”
- Mark 1:24

130

Why did He come?
“He has come to His people and set them free
… he would save us from our enemies, from
the hands of all who hate us … to shine on
those who dwell in darkness and the shadow
of death, and to guide our feet into the way
of peace.”
- Luke1:68-79
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Why did He come?
“When a strongman fully armed, guards his own
palace his goods are in peace; but when one
stronger than he assails him and overcomes him
he takes away his armor in which he trusted and
divides his spoil.”
- Luke 11:21-22

132
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133

“When peaceful silence lay over all, and
night had run the half of her swift course,
down from the heavens, from the royal
throne, leapt your all powerful Word like a
pitiless warrior into the heart of a land
doomed to destruction.”
- Wisdom 18:15

134

The Incarnation is the invasion of one
kingdom by a stronger Kingdom

135
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“Enemy occupied territory – that is what this
world is. Christianity is the story of how the
rightful king has landed, you might say landed
in disguise.”

- C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity

136

What was He doing on
the cross?
137

ruler of this world is
“ Thecoming.
He has no
power over me…
John 14:30-31

”

138
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Hunted
Hunter

Victim
Aggressor
139

Three ways to understand what He was
doing on the cross:
u Showing

us the love of the Father

u Becoming
u Going

sin; making atonement

to war to rescue us

140

Does this look like a warrior to
you?
141
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AMBUSH PREDATOR

142

143

144
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His Camouflage:
u Sweats

blood

u Stripped

u Arrested

u Scourged

u Chained

u Crowned

u Slapped

u Nailed

with thorns
to a cross

u Judged

145

ALL FOR THE PURPOSE
OF ATTRACTING THE PREY

146

I AM THE AMBUSH
PREDADTOR
147
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“He suffered death in order to conquer
Death, he underwent death in order to
overcome Death, he submitted to death to
subdue Death; but he fought Death not by
duplicating its methods, but by entering its
realm …”
- Fleming Rutledge, Not Ashamed of the Gospel

148

149

“Death trampled our Lord underfoot, but he in
his turn treated Death as a highroad for his own
feet. He submitted to it, enduring it willingly,
because by this means he would be able to
destroy Death in spite of itself. Death had its
own way when our Lord went out from
Jerusalem carrying his cross; but when by a
loud cry from that cross he summoned the
dead from the underworld, Death was
powerless to prevent it.

150
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“Death slew him by means of the body which he
had assumed, but that same body proved to be
the weapon with which he conquered Death.
Concealed beneath the cloak of his manhood,
his godhead engaged Death in combat; but in
slaying our Lord, Death itself was slain. It was
able to kill natural human life, but was itself killed
by the life that is above the nature of man.

151

“Death could not devour our Lord unless he
possessed a body, neither could hell swallow
him up unless he bore our flesh; and so he
came in search of a chariot in which to ride to
the underworld. This chariot was the body
which he received from the Virgin; in it he
invaded Death’s fortress, broke open its
strong-room and scattered all its treasure.”
- St. Ephrem
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“His flesh was set before that voracious,
gaping dragon as bait to provoke him:
flesh that would be deadly for the
dragon, for it would utterly destroy him
by the power of the Godhead hidden
within it. For human nature, however, his
flesh was to be a remedy since the
power of the Godhead in it would
restore human nature to its original
grace.

153
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“Just as the devil had poisoned the
tree of knowledge and spoiled our
nature by its taste, so too, in
presuming to devour the Lord’s flesh
he himself is corrupted and is
completely destroyed by the power
of the Godhead hidden in it.”
- Maximus the Confessor

154

“Let no one weep for his iniquities, for pardon has
shown forth from the grave. Let no one fear
death, for the Savior’s death has set us free. He
that was held prisoner of it has annihilated it. By
descending into Hell, He made Hell captive. He
embittered it when it tasted of His flesh. And
Isaiah, foretelling this, did cry: Hell, said he, was
embittered, when it encountered Thee in the
lower regions.

155

“It was embittered, for it was abolished. It was
embittered, for it was mocked. It was embittered,
for it was slain. It was embittered, for it was
overthrown. It was embittered, for it was fettered
in chains. It took a body, and met God face to
face. It took earth, and encountered Heaven. It
took that which was seen, and fell upon the
unseen.

156
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“O Death, where is your sting? O Hell, where is
your victory? Christ is risen, and you are
overthrown. Christ is risen, and the demons are
fallen. Christ is risen, and the angels rejoice. Christ
is risen, and life reigns.”

- St. John Chrysostom

157

158

“It is finished!”
Accomplished

Performed

Fulfilled

Achieved

Carried out

Completed
-John 19:30

159
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Rescued: Part II
GRACE: UNSHAKABLE CONFIDENCE IN GOD

160

What difference does it make?
u He has…
u Humiliated

the enemy

u Destroyed

death
u Transferred us
u Recreated
u He

Us
has canceled…

S in impotent
us authority over the enemy

u Rendered
u Given
u Sent

us on mission to get His world back
us

u Divinized

161

What difference does it make?
He has humiliated the enemy

“He has disarmed the principalities and
powers and made a public example of
them, triumphing over them in him.”
- Colossians 2:15

162
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163

164

“

This is not an ‘all clear’
but an announcement
that we have a chance
at victory.

”

- Msgr. Ronald Knox

165
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“

Be sober minded; be
watchful. Your adversary the
devil prowls around like a
roaring lion, seeking
someone to devour.

”

- 1 Peter 5:8

166

What difference does it make?
He has destroyed Death
“And he will destroy on this mountain the covering
that is cast over all peoples, the veil that is spread
over all nations. He will swallow up death for ever,
and the Lord GOD will wipe away tears from all faces,
and the reproach of his people he will take away
from all the earth; for the LORD has spoken.”

- Isaiah 25:7-9
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What difference does it make?
He has destroyed Death

“Then comes the end, when he delivers the
kingdom to God the Father after destroying
every rule and every authority and power. For
he must reign until he has put all his enemies
under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed
is Death.”
- 1 Corinthians 15:24-26

168
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What difference does it make?
He has destroyed Death

“We do not want you to be uninformed,
brothers, about those who are asleep,
that you may not grieve as others do who
have no hope.”
- 1 Thessalonians 4:13

169

What difference does it make?
He has destroyed Death

“Since therefore the children share in flesh
and blood, he himself likewise partook of
the same nature, that through death he
might destroy him who has the power of
death, that is, the devil.”
- Hebrews 2:14

170

What difference does it make?
He has transferred us

“He has delivered us from the dominion of
darkness and transferred us to the
kingdom of his beloved Son in whom we
have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.”
- Colossians 1:13-14
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What difference does it make?
He has transferred us
“The

recipient of baptism undergoes a
death to the bondage of Sin and is
brought to life again by a reception of
grace.”
- Scott Hahn,
Com m entary on Rom ans

172

What difference does it make?
He has transferred us
“By the mystery of the Incarnation, He has led the
human race that walked in darkness into the
radiance of the faith and has brought those born in
slavery to ancient sin through the waters of
regeneration to make them your adopted children.”
- Preface, IV Sunday of
Lent, Rom an M issal
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What difference does it make?
He has transferred us
“It takes hard mental work to enter Paul’s thoughtworld and understand that [his words] do not
describe a bondage to a harsh puritanical code
imposed upon us by a tyrannical outside force. He
means the opposite. The gospel of Christ means
precisely deliverance from tyrannical outside forces
into a realm of light and life.”
- Fleming Rutledge,
The Crucifixion

174
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What difference does it make?
He has canceled
“Having canceled the bond which stood against us
with its legal demands; this He set aside, nailing it to
the cross.”
- Col 2:14

175

What difference does it make?
He has recreated us

“Therefore, if any one is in Christ, he is a
new creation; the old has passed away,
behold, the new has come.”

- 2 Corinthians 5:17

176

What difference does it make?
He has rendered Sin impotent

“How can we who died to sin still live in
it?... We know that our old self was
crucified with him so that the sinful body
might be destroyed, and we might no
longer be enslaved to Sin. For he who has
died is freed from Sin.”
- Romans 6:2, 6-7
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What difference does it make?
He has given us authority over the enemy

”Behold, I have given you authority to
tread upon serpents and scorpions, and
over all the power of the enemy; and
nothing shall hurt you.”
- Luke 10:19

178

What difference does it make?
He has sent us on mission to get His world back

“And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this
rock I will build my church, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it.”

- Matthew 16:18

179

What difference does it make?
He has sent us on mission to get His world back

“And Jesus came and said to them, ‘All
authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go, therefore, and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I
have commanded you; and lo, I am with you
always, to the close of the age.’”
- Matthew 28:18-20
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Why?
181

What is the heart of
the gospel?

182

You
Matter!
183
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You are worth the
trouble!

184

And ultimately…

because Love does
such things…

and God is Love
185

“…even the captives of the mighty
shall be taken, and the prey of the
tyrant shall be rescued, for I will
contend with those who contend with
you… Then all flesh shall know that I am
the LORD your Savior, and your
Redeemer the Mighty One of Jacob.”
- Isaiah 49:24-26
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What difference does it make?
Melito of Sardis:
u “Who is he who contends with me? Let him

stand in opposition to me. I set the condemned
man free; I gave the dead man life; I raised up
the one who has been entombed. Who is my
opponent? I, he says, am the Christ. I am the
one who destroyed death, and triumphed over
the enemy and trampled Hades under foot and
bound the strong one.

187

What difference does it make?
Melito of Sardis:
u “This

is the alpha and the omega .This is the
beginning and the end – an indescribable
beginning and an incomprehensible end.
This is the Christ. This is the king. This is Jesus.
This is the general. This is the Lord. This is the
one who rose up from the dead. This is the
one who sits at the right hand of the Father.”

188

189
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Father, I believe that out of Your infinite love
You created me. I come before You, just as I
am, with all my brokenness, wounds, and hurts.
I am sorry for all the times I have believed the
enemy’s lies that You are not a good Father
and don’t love me.

190

I repent and ask you to forgive me for all of my
sins. Thank you for sending Jesus, the Ambush
Predator, to rescue me from Sin, Death, Hell,
and Satan. And so, tonight, here and now, I
surrender to You, Jesus, and desire Your
lordship over every area of my life.

191

I ask You now to flood my soul with the gift of
the Holy Spirit to know my true identity as Your
child. Help me to know that in Your eyes, I’m
worth the trouble, I matter, and I’m worth
dying for.

192
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Holy Spirit, re-create me to be the person You
destined me to be and to accomplish the plan
You have for my life. Please use me as an
instrument in Your hands to rescue others.
Amen.

193

“What can I give back to
God for all that He has
done for me?”
- Psalm 116:12
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“The initial ardent
proclamation by which
a person is one day
overwhelmed and is
brought to the decision
to entrust himself to
Jesus Christ by faith."
- St. John Paul the
Great, Catechesis
Tradendae, 25

196

Response:
What’s the Mission?

197

Where are we?
u

Cultural unrest

u

Political division

u

Ecclesial confusion

u

Middle of a pandemic

u

A transition of eras

198
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“The Church, from the time of its founding by Christ, has
ever been surrounded by conflict and engaged in
struggle. At every point, the One who came as light into
darkness to establish a kingdom of truth and love has
been opposed by the darkness. The light continues to
shine; its origin is in God himself, and the darkness cannot
overcome it. But the extent of that light, the way it sheds
its rays, the kind of opposition it encounters and therefore
the means it uses to keep its light shining and shed its
influence abroad, changes from place to place and age
to age.

200

“It is therefore important for those who are members of
Christ’s body, who share in his divine life and are called
by him to be the light of the world, to take thought for
the times in which they live, and to devise pastoral and
evangelistic strategies suited to those times.

201
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“This is a task for every generation; but when social
arrangements and the influence of the Church on the
societies she inhabits are relatively stable, relations and
strategies may hold good over a long period of
time. In an age of change, the Church needs to pay
attention to the modes by which she carries on her
graced battle to be sure she is not ‘fighting the last
war,’ using strategies that for whatever reason are
outmoded and have become ineffective. For a time
that could be called a change of the ages, this duty
becomes urgent.

202

“We are currently living in such a time. We are
watching many long-standing arrangements and
relations being altered, sometimes with surprising
rapidity.

203

“We are dealing with the first culture in history that was
once deeply Christian but that by a slow and thorough
process has been consciously ridding itself of its
Christian basis. We are therefore not attempting to
make converts from pagans; we are attempting to
bring back apostates to the Church, a different and
more difficult challenge.

204
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“C. S. Lewis once described this difference as that
between a man wooing a maiden and a man winning
a cynical divorcee back to her previous marriage. The
situation is made yet more complex in that many who
have abandoned Christianity and have embraced an
entirely different understanding of the world still call
themselves Christians."
- C hriste nd om to A p ostolic M ission:
Pa stora l Stra te gie s for a n A p ostolic Tim e

205

Mission of the Disciple
The mission of discipleship is NOT limited to
holiness (crucial as it is!) but is to be an active
agent of re-creation in this world that God
loves and began to re-create on Easter
Sunday with the resurrection.

206

Mission of the Disciple
“You are the light of the world… people [do
not] light a lamp and put it under a basket,
but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the
house.”
- MATTHEW 5:14 -15
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Mission of the Disciple
“You are the light of the world… people [do
not] light a lamp and put it under a basket,
but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the
house.”
MATTHEW 5:14-15

208

So what’s the mission?
Re-creation
Transformation
Healing
Sabotage
Resistance

209

“God’s re-creation of His wonderful world, which
began with the resurrection of Jesus and continues
mysteriously as God’s people live in the risen Christ
and in the power of His Spirit, means that what we
do in Christ and by the Spirit in the present is not
wasted.”
- N.T. Wright, Surprised by Hope
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“The resurrection and ascension of Jesus and the
gift of the Spirit… are designed not to take us away
from this earth but rather to make us agents of the
transformation of this earth, anticipating the day
when, as we are promised, ‘the earth shall be full of
the knowledge of the Lord as waters cover the
sea.’ …the point of the gospels is that this has
already begun.”
- N.T. Wright, Surprised by Hope

211

“Whenever you enter a town and they
receive you, eat what is set before you; heal
the sick in it and say to them, ‘The kingdom of
God has come near to you.’”
Luke 10:9-10

212

“The story of Christianity is the story of how the
rightful King landed, landed in disguise, to
reclaim what is rightfully his. And our task until
he gloriously returns is to be agents of
sabotage.”
- C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity
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Mission of the Parish
“A city set on a hill cannot be hidden”

MATTHEW 5:14

216
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Mission of the Parish
The mission of the parish is NOT to be
“an escapist country cottage,” but a
“microcosmos” of the world to come made all the more urgent because of
our time, the cultural upheaval we are
living through, and the fact that lives
are literally at stake.

217

A helpful image

218

“We are ambassadors for Christ, as if God
were appealing through us.”
- 2 Cor 5:20

219
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An Embassy is:
u

The headquarters of a government serving in a foreign
country

u

Belongs to the country it represents

u

Led by an ambassador who is the representative of the other
country’s leader

u

Not subject to the laws of the host country

u

Offers asylum and protection from arrest extradition

220

“We are ambassadors for Christ, as if God
were appealing through us.”
- 2 Cor 5:20

221

What is the appeal?

222
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What is the appeal?
u

You don’t have to live under the tyrant’s law of Sin and
Death

u

You can defect

u

God is a good Father and has a home for you

223

So the parish is supposed to be:
u

Where God is our true leader

u

A community of exiles living in the freedoms of our home
country

u

Where visitors experience a taste of what can be now

u

Where we offer asylum to those wishing to defect

224

A parting exhortation as we
prepare for mass…

225
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